South Island
Looking along the stream
in the native-rich area of
this Blenheim garden,
which has the feel of a
landscape painting.

peace in
our time
Barb Rogers visits a garden in Blenheim whose owners have
fallen under the spell of nature and New Zealand natives
PHOTOS: JULIET NICHOLAS
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ometimes it takes
newcomers to jolt you out
of complacency, to see the
familiar with fresh eyes, to
find beauty in so-called basics.
Take this garden near Blenheim.
Owners Dr Jane Casey and Bruce
Miller are art professionals who live
in Bangkok in a house built around an
old tree. There they block out the city
noise, hanging out in a 350sq m roof
garden where large lush tropical leaves
are the order of the day.
Yet they have created a garden among
the Marlborough grapevines that blends
European symmetry with New Zealand
native plants in a Triple A exercise in

Eloping sprang to mind as a practical
proposition. Jane got online, searching
for a place that would marry them
without too much fuss or complicated
form filling. “Blenheim looked very userfriendly,” she says.
So they flew in. “Bruce likes to say we
went to the nearest homeless shelter to
find witnesses,” she laughs. Next day they
plighted their troth in the Blenheim
courthouse. Then the honeymooners
hired a car and tooled around the south.
They liked what they saw. And as they
were about to leave, Bruce left their email
address with an estate agent, saying
“here’s our budget, give us a shout if
anything comes up”, and back they went

It’s not all finished but the native area which has been
Bruce’s baby is complete and completely outstanding.
horticultural harmony. Triple A? Think
American couple from Asia in Aotearoa.
But it’s also how you’d rate their efforts.
It’s not all finished after 18 months
(that would be a miracle), but the native
area which has been Bruce’s baby, is
complete and completely outstanding.
And to think their settling here came
about quite by chance. Call it the love
connection. Bruce is an art dealer; Jane
is an art historian who’s currently
working on a new book about Tibetan art.
They eloped to New Zealand six years
ago. Both having been married before,
they decided it was going to be tricky to
gather up friends and family from around
the world for a wedding in Bangkok.
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to life in Bangkok’s fast lane. Three
months later the agent sent them photos
of a property for sale. Jane fell for it there
and then, despite the low res images, but
Bruce was adamantly opposed.
“It took a whole year to convince him,”
she says. To be fair, she admits the place
did come with a vineyard which they
knew nothing about (“we’re not farmers”)
and it was over budget. Plus his wife
describes Bruce is “a bit of a tinkerer”
who could see no merit in living in such
a spanking new house. But after seeing
a dozen more properties, none of which
swept them off their feet, the ice melted.
“Gradually, with my best wifely skills,”
Bruce came round, says Jane.

Above, from left: A blissful bridge scene
from the native garden; Dr Jane Casey
and Bruce Miller, the garden’s owners,
and both art professionals. Bruce
describes their design approach as
looking at the garden as if it were a
two-dimensional landscape painting.

They’ve been on the property for three
years now. They named it Bhudevi, the
Sanscrit word for earth goddess.
Says Jane: “I was quite simply swept
away by the most spectacular view to the
Richmond Range. I felt at home within
a few minutes. I have never felt this way
about a place or property before. I felt
very grounded and had this tremendous
sense of peace.”
Bruce and Jane have been tinkering
ever since. And it’s a tribute to their
energy and vision that the garden is so
advanced, despite dividing their time
between Blenheim and Bangkok.
Jane is happy with vineyards and Bruce
loves bush, but there’s room for both in
a garden that takes up .8 of their 6.8
hectares. Jane quickly found friendship
with kindred spirit Kaye Green, whose
Broomfield Garden is European elegance
personified. Bruce found Christo Saggers,
a local landscape professional, whose use
of native plants reveals a sure hand.
Bruce came up with a jumbo-sized
project for a property whose stark
modernity gave rise to its local nickname,
Terminal One and Terminal Two. He
wanted a big berm to separate house from
lane, for privacy and to mute traffic noise.

Clockwise, from left: Wine and natives.
Bhudevi sauvignon blanc grapes are grown
organically, with much attention given
to soil health, says Jane; The elephantheaded Ganesha is the much loved Hindu
god who welcomes guests and clears away
obstacles; Tussock, Astelia chathamica
‘Silver Spear’ and cordylines rub shoulders
in the native berm; Manuka in full flowering
spring glory; A huge range of flax can be
found in this shrubbery; A lion pillar from
South India. Bruce is keen to not overwhelm
this area with art and risk making it
resemble a theme park; In this wide, flat
Marlborough valley, Bruce and Christo’s hilly
berm is remarkable for its scale and beauty.
But they’ve worked at it; The rainbow
stripes of this flax (Phormium cookianum
‘Evening Glow’) give the lie to the myth that
native plants are dull and dusty evergreens.
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The idea was to plant it entirely with
natives because Bruce likes them.
“This place should look like nature
undisturbed,” he says. He’s not big on
deciduous trees or shrubs.
“We came here for nature,” he explains.
“Exotics lose their leaves, and nature in
slumber is not very inspiring. Plus there’s
a calmness about green.”
And he’s not so keen on seeing the
surrounding vineyards either. “I didn’t
want to see rows of grapes with men
working the vines,” he says.
Bruce also wanted a more intimate
place where he could hunker down in
this flat open landscape with long views
to the hills. So with Skype and emails

much better they look here than in their
natural more random habitats. It’s not
pristine: but Bruce is happy with weeds.
A couple of ancient sculptures emerge
casually from the foliage, nothing too
posed. Bruce is keenly aware that he
doesn’t want too much art out here. He
doesn’t want it to look like Disneyland.
For hunkering down, there’s a sunken
outdoor dining pit, which took several
attempts to get right. “Dining pit?
Money pit,” jokes Bruce. “It started out
as a bad idea and went downhill from
there.” But as he concedes, Christo is
used to working with “more budgetoriented people”. Bruce admits he errs
on the side of excess. They’re the largest

Jane is learning how to grow veges in the raised bed.
“I used to think veges were born in the supermarket.”
as their enablers, Bruce and Christo
plotted and planted. They pulled out
two rows of grapes to make the berm
wider and whistled up truckloads of soil.
Christo unpicked an existing concrete
wall to make it curvier and much longer.
He enlarged the stream. And he did it
again. “Bruce kept saying ‘Bigger!’,
laughs Christo.
Thinking big never looked this good.
The native berm is a place of wonder,
with its sparkling stream and various
ponds and waterfalls enlivening
naturalistic groups of plants that seem
to merge seamlessly, as if they’d always
been there. As you walk among the
shrubs, you notice how cleverly chosen
are their shapes and colours, and how
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local mulch customer, took all the
recycled telegraph poles on offer, scores
of recycled railway sleepers and built an
access road for a local farmer to reach
a source of nicely mossy, aged rocks.
Christo relishes his job and really likes
the couple. “Bruce loves nature and
asymmetry in his native wilderness,”
he says. “Janey likes more ordered
geometric shapes.” Bruce’s take on this
experience: “I have nothing but good
things to say about people here.”
The hornbeam hedge episode
demonstrates how everyone pitched in
to make a plus out of a minus. You can’t
change a garden without causing some
casualties. A row of mature, 2m-plus
hornbeams was for the chop but thanks

Above, from left: A grass walkway
through the native plants, with concrete
wall border; Jane’s more formal approach
to garden design can be seen here. The
slatted wooden walls elegantly disguise
their clothesline, one of the many stylish
features that came with the house.

to nimble work by Christo and his team,
70 of them live on in another garden
nearby. “There were a lot of crossed
fingers but you can’t buy a decent
hornbeam hedge off the shelf.”
If you want to shift a mature hornbeam
hedge, choose cool weather, give the trees
a big drink first, have trenches dug at the
receiving end before calling in the threetonne digger, wrap roots in tarpaulin and
truck them six at a time 15km across the
valley. Water well and (hopefully) watch
them grow. These plants endured the
move and are now thriving, says Christo.
Jane is learning how to grow veges in
the raised bed that Christo built for her.
“I used to think vegetables were born in
the supermarket,” she says. Now she
grows lettuce and tomatoes, with
technical advice from Christo and Kaye,
but mostly learning as she grows.
After a hectic phase of redevelopment
Jane is happy they have an almost
finished garden that suits them both.
“I enjoy spending time in the garden.
This year Bruce and I vowed to spend
more time enjoying it though.” She
describes it as a peaceful place and they
did want it to be well integrated and
harmonious. “Harmony is so important
in our family and relationships.” i
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2 Formal reflection pool
3 House
4 Roses
5 Internal courtyard gardens
6 Potager garden
7 Native berm
8 Timber platforms, seating and walkways
9 Ponds and stream
10 Access lane
Plan drawn by Renée Davies at Unitec’s
Landscape Architecture Department
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